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Soft tissue is defined as mesenchymal, ex-
traskeletal tissue excluding the reticuloendo-
thelial, glial, and parenchymal organ-support-
ing tissue. Tumors arising from soft tissue are
classified according to their postulated histo-
logic origin, typically based on the adult tis-
sue they most resemble.1 Although it has been
speculated that most sarcomas arise from a
primitive mesenchymal cell, this seems very
unlikely when one considers that the vast
majority of sarcomas are of a single pheno-
type and remain true to that phenotype
throughout their natural history. Occasional
sarcomas “dedifferentiate,” but true malig-
nant mesechymomas—with their multiple
phenotypes—are rare. Thus, it is highly likely
that sarcomas arise from an abnormal event
occurring in a cell of an already committed
mesenchymal phenotype, even though such a
cell may seem primitive and without visible
differentiation when using currently available
diagnostic techniques.

Soft tissue sarcomas (STS) are uncommon
tumors—it is estimated that approximately
7,800 adults will be affected by the disease
during 1999.2 In the Memorial Sloan-Ketter-
ing Cancer Center (MSKCC) sarcoma database,
only 0.05% (n 5 159) of 3,796 adult patients
who underwent inpatient care for sarcomas

had tumors involving the head and neck, but
figures up to 11% have been reported. Apart
from being rare, what also sets soft tissue
sarcomas of the head and neck (STSHN) apart
is the critical anatomy of the head and neck
that limits the capability of the treating phy-
sician to attack them vigorously without caus-
ing unacceptable physiologic, functional, and
cosmetic damage to the patient. This inability
to deliver aggressive treatment may explain
why these tumors have historically been asso-
ciated with poor outcome. Another major con-
founding factor is the degree of disagreement
among pathologists in the classification of
STS. In addition, the pathologic diagnosis is
not always straightforward, and tumors such
as lymphoma, melanoma, and giant cell car-
cinoma are likely to be confused with STS.
Benign processes such as fasciitis, neurofibro-
mas, and lipomas can also mimic sarcomas,
and because the vast majority of soft tissue
tumors are benign, the clinician needs to have
a definite plan to be able to strike a balance
between mistreating malignant tumors and
overtreating benign ones.

Our knowledge of these tumors is restricted
because they are rare, and the literature is
replete with studies that have tried to com-
pensate by analyzing cases registered over
many decades, or cases pooled from more
than one center, or by including pediatric and
bone tumors that are known to behave differ-
ently. The pitfalls of conclusions that are
drawn from such studies are obvious, and the
purpose of this review is to collate currently
available information and provide a concise
update on the diagnosis and management of
STSHN.
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RISK FACTORS AND ETIOLOGY

None of the risk factors commonly associ-
ated with squamous cell carcinoma have been
implicated in the pathogenesis of soft tissue
sarcoma of the STSHN, and these tumors are
found in a younger age group. Epidemiologic
studies have shown that some groups of indi-
viduals are at an increased risk of developing
STS. Among them are genetically predisposed
individuals, such as those suffering from neu-
rofibromatosis who are at risk of malignant
peripheral nerve sheath tumor (MPNT), peo-
ple with the Li-Fraumeni syndrome, and chil-
dren with retinoblastoma who are predis-
posed to osteosarcoma, rhabdomyosarcoma,
and fibrosarcoma. Other heritable syndromes
associated with an increased risk of STS in-
clude Gardner’s syndrome and nevoid basal
cell carcinoma syndrome.3 Previous exposure
to irradiation is another well-documented risk
factor. Although radiation-induced sarcoma
(RIS) is a well-recognized long-term compli-
cation of radiation therapy for other sites, the
head and neck are less commonly affected. It
is difficult to implicate therapeutic irradiation
in the causation of head and neck tumors
because of the inherent risk of multiple pri-
mary tumors in these patients. In addition,
patients with certain types of primary tumors
such as retinoblastomas have an increased
sensitivity to radiation therapy, but are at in-
creased risk for the development of sarcoma
irrespective of the type of treatment. Other
factors such as chronic lymphedema, environ-
mental carcinogens, and chemicals like ure-
thane, ethylene derivatives, and polycyclic
hydrocarbons have also been reported to in-
crease the risk of STS at sites other than the
head and neck. The role of viruses in the
pathogenesis of STS has been investigated,
but apart from the association of human im-
munodeficiency virus (HIV) with Kaposi’s sar-
coma and the observation that viral oncogenes
such as the “src” in the Rous sarcoma virus
can transform cells in culture, no conclusive
proof is available for a viral etiology. An in-
teresting observation is the epidemiological
evidence for a causal relation between rabies
vaccination and development of fibrosarcoma
at the vaccination site in cats.4 Immunosup-
pression attributable to either HIV infection or
antirejection medication in organ transplant

recipients has been reported to have predis-
posed to leiomyosarcoma of the liver in pedi-
atric patients who had a latent Epstein-Barr
virus (EBV) infection.5 Trauma most often
draws attention to a tumor, and there is no
conclusive evidence to support the associa-
tion of sarcomas to scar tissue. A possible
association between artificial implants and
soft tissue sarcomas has been debated for a
few years,6 and angiosarcomas have been re-
ported to arise around previously placed aor-
tic vascular prostheses.7

THE MOLECULAR BIOLOGY AND
CYTOGENETICS OF STS

Although chemical carcinogens, radiation,
and constitutional genetic factors have been
causatively or associatively implicated at an
epidemiologic level, we have no clear under-
standing of the molecular mechanisms under-
lying these relationships at the present time.
Techniques such as Polymerase Chain Re-
action (PCR), Reverse Transcriptase Polymer-
ase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR), fluorescent in
situ hybridization (FISH), and Comparative
Genomic Hybridization (CGH) are being used
to detect alterations at the molecular level. As
for most other cancers, these alterations can
result in either gain or loss of important gene
function. The two main pathways are the p53
tumor suppressor pathway and the Retino-
blastoma (RB) oncogene pathway, but new
candidate genes are being constantly reported.

Various chromosomal abnormalities have
been identified in mesenchymal tumors (Ta-
ble 1). Many of these clonal aberrations are
very specific, and they may be useful in dif-
ferentiating tumors that are difficult to catego-
rize by using histology or immunocytochem-
istry. Alterations of the INK4A and INK4B
genes on chromosome 9p21 resulting in loss
of p16 and p19ARF function have been signif-
icantly associated with worse prognosis in
adult STS.8 The Ki-67 score can indepen-
dently predict the risk of distant metastases
and mortality in patients with high-grade ex-
tremity STS9 and overexpression of cyclin D1
has been significantly associated with high
tumor grade and poorer survival in extremity
STS.10 Another example is the use of FISH to
identify chromosomal abnormalities in differ-
entiating fibromatoses from fibrosarcomas.11
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These and future advances in our understand-
ing of the molecular biology of STS have the
potential for improving the accuracy of diag-
nosis and classification of these tumors, pro-
viding more reliable and objective indicators
of prognosis and, perhaps, improving treat-
ment. Genetic screening of high-risk popula-
tions may allow preventative measures and
early diagnosis of STS in this group. As with
most cancers, the ultimate application of this
knowledge would be in treating genetic de-
fects that cause these tumors and either pre-
venting their occurrence or reversing their
malignant phenotype.

CLINICAL PRESENTATION AND
INVESTIGATION

Soft tissue sarcomas, as a group, show a
biphasic age distribution—80% to 90% affect
adults, whereas 10% to 20% are seen in the
pediatric age group (Table 2). Within the head
and neck region, STS is a disease that affects a
younger age group than squamous cancer. At
the MSKCC, the median age of presentation of
STSHN was 49 years, and the male:female
ratio was 31:29.12

Eighty percent of patients present with a
painless mass, but pain can be a presenting

feature of some tumors such as clear-cell sar-
coma, cutaneous leiomyosarcoma, and calci-
fied synovial sarcoma. Other symptoms de-
pend on the site of the primary tumor and
can include visual disturbances, epistaxis,
“chronic sinusitis,” and otalgia. Tumors of the
paranasal sinuses or base of the skull may
present with no other symptoms except sen-
sory or motor cranial nerve deficit. A detailed
physical and head and neck examination is
vital, and particular attention must be di-
rected toward determining the relation of the
mass to important structures in the vicinity.
More often than not, the patient’s symptoms
and a thorough clinical examination are suffi-
cient enough to form an impression of the
extent of the lesion and to guide investigation.

The investigative workup must be designed
to answer specific questions:

1. What is the locoregional extent of the
lesion?

2. What is the relationship of the tumor to
adjacent neurovascular and other impor-
tant structures?

3. Are there any distant metastases?
4. What is the histological type and grade of

the tumor?

TABLE 1. Some Genetic Abnormalities That Have Been Identified in STS

Author(s) Histologic Diagnosis Genetic Abnormality

Rydholm et al57 Malignant fibrous histiocytoma Multiple abnormalities: 1q11, 11p11, 3p12, 19p13
Schofield et al11 Fibrosarcoma Trisomies: 18, 111, 117
Sreekantaiah et al58 Liposarcoma t(12;16)(q13;p11)
Dal Cin et al59 Synovial sarcoma t(X;18)(p11.2q11.2)
Nibert et al60 Leiomyosarcoma t(12;14)
Bridge et al61 Dermatofibrosarcoma 18; Ring chromosomes
Decker et al62 Malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor 17p13 in the region of the p53 gene
Kawai et al63 Synovial sarcoma SYT-SSX fusion gene resulting from translocation

t(X;18)(p11;q11)

TABLE 2. Age Distribution of STS

Under 10 Years Between 11 and 40 Years Over 40 Years

Rhabdomyosarcoma Synovial sarcoma Malignant fibrous histiocytoma
Neuroblastoma Epithelioid sarcoma All other types
Fibrosarcoma Clear-cell sarcoma

Nerve sheath sarcoma
Mesenchymal chondrosarcoma
Extraskeletal Ewing’s sarcoma
Alveolar soft-part sarcoma
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The plan must rely on noninvasive methods
to begin with and a working stage of the lesion
must be arrived at before an open biopsy is
undertaken. Staging of lesions suspect for ma-
lignancy should be done before biopsy for two
reasons: (1) The process of staging may show
findings that change the differential diagnosis,
and (2) More importantly, tissue changes after
open biopsy may hamper the ability of imag-
ing studies to define the local extent of dis-
ease.

In the workup of STSHN, imaging can be
invaluable in assessing the extent of the tu-
mor, especially its relationship to neurovas-
cular structures and in planning the operative
approach. Assessment of the vascularity of the
lesion is possible by first-pass kinetics after
bolus injection during a contrast-enhanced
computed tomography (CT) or magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI). Imaging is especially
invaluable if bony resection and reconstruc-
tion is a possibility. The most commonly used
modalities currently are CT and MRI. Both
have their individual advantages and, owing
to the complex anatomy of the head and neck
region, they may be combined to answer spe-
cific questions and the diagnostic approach
must be individualized to suit the particular
situation. Although there are reports citing the
superiority of MRI over CT in delineating the
relationship of extremity STS to normal tis-
sue,13 a recent randomized study of STS in-
volving sites other than the head and neck14

showed that CT and MR are equally accurate
in local staging. However, whereas CT can not
image the borders of a soft tissue mass clearly,
MRI may enhance anatomic delineation by
imaging the area of interest at different T1 and
T2 weightings. In addition, the use of gadolin-
ium contrast and surface coils has improved
the accuracy of MRI in evaluation of tumors
involving the base of skull.15 Imaging is also
useful in screening for metastatic disease—CT
scanning of the chest has become a useful
preoperative investigation in the evaluation of
many sarcoma patients, because it is consid-
erably more sensitive in detecting metastatic
nodules than conventional chest radiography.

Magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) has
virtually replaced conventional angiography.
Preoperative invasive angiography is, how-
ever, used at certain institutions in perfusing
regional chemotherapy. Thallium scans show

a high degree of correlation between histo-
logic necrosis and uptake after chemotherapy.

Noninvasive imaging methods would be
ideal in the follow-up of patients after treat-
ment. Decrease in tumor size or volume is an
objective parameter of response, but no reli-
able algorithms are currently available to dis-
tinguish tumor from posttreatment effects.
This can be performed manually, but only
with a loss of objectivity of assessment. Cur-
rently, nonspecific observations such as the
formation of a pseudocapsule and increasing
edema around the lesion are used as indica-
tors of response to systemic therapy. With
improvements in technology, more objective
and reliable parameters of noninvasive moni-
toring may be expected.

Positron-emission tomograph (PET) using
fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) is a functional
technique that evaluates glucose utilization
by the tumor, as measured by positron emis-
sion after intravenous injection of the glucose
analogue 18fluorine-2-fluoro-2-deoxy-D-glucose.
In STS, there is a high correlation between
grade and FDG uptake, high-grade tumors
showing greater uptake as compared to low-
grade ones.16 FDG-PET can also be used to
monitor response to chemotherapy or radia-
tion therapy, which is indicated by a striking
decrease in uptake. Perhaps the most impor-
tant clinical use of PET at the present time
seems to be its ability to differentiate postop-
erative or postradiation fibrosis from recurrent
tumor.17

Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy
(MRS) involves the transmission of radiofre-
quency energy into tissues that are placed in a
strong magnetic field. This energy is absorbed
and released back at characteristic frequencies
that are directly related to the biochemical
composition of each tissue. 31Phosphorus
MRS of tissues gives information concerning
phospholipid synthesis and degradation, cell
energetics, pH levels, and glycoprotein and
glycolipid synthesis. MRS has been proposed
as a method to diagnose malignancy, monitor
responses to chemotherapy or radiation ther-
apy, predict metastatic potential, and may
have a role in the diagnosis of STS.18

The specific diagnosis remains undeter-
mined for most soft tissue lesions regardless
of the choice of imaging, except for fatty tu-
mors, benign vascular tumors, and fibromato-
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sis. Histologic examination of a biopsy speci-
men is the only reliable technique currently
available that can lead to a definitive diagno-
sis. There are several biopsy techniques avail-
able: fine-needle aspiration (FNA), core-nee-
dle biopsy, incisional biopsy, and excisional
biopsy. FNA is the easiest to perform and
should be undertaken on the first clinic visit.
Although it has poor accuracy in terms of
diagnosing STS and the tissue sample is al-
most invariably inadequate for identification
of tumor grade, its usefulness lies in its being
able to reliably rule out other more common
tumors like squamous carcinoma. It can,
therefore, be used to guide further diagnostic
evaluation. FNA also has a role in biopsy of
lesions that seem suspicious of recurrence or
metastasis in patients with a known diagnosis
of sarcoma. Core-needle biopsy on the other
hand, provides good tissue and grade can be
determined in virtually all specimens. At the
MSKCC, core-needle biopsy of 164 primary
extremity STS (Table 3) provided an adequate
specimen in 93% biopsies, of which 95%,
88%, and 75% correlated with the final resec-
tion diagnosis for malignancy, grade, and his-
tologic subtype, respectively.19 Lesions of the
paranasal sinuses and nasal cavity that are
difficult to approach may be adequately visu-
alized with modern endoscopic techniques,
but obtaining an adequate biopsy can be dif-
ficult.

Excisional biopsies should be reserved for
selected masses smaller than 3 cm in diame-
ter. The danger is two-fold: first, of having to
shell out or enucleate a STS, and second, of
removing a malignant mass with inadequate
margins and in the process having had to open
up tissue planes. Microscopic or even macro-
scopic foci of tumor have been shown to per-
sist in the patient after an excisional biopsy.20

Incisional biopsy is the preferred method

for most suspicious masses. It allows for ade-
quate sampling of viable tumor tissue under
direct vision and ensures optimal hemostasis.
The incision should be made directly over a
point where the tumor feels closest to the skin
in order to minimize dissection of tissue
planes. The direction of the incision should
be oriented to allow its excision in a subse-
quent definitive procedure if indicated. A suf-
ficient wedge of viable, nonnecrotic tissue
must be sampled and sent to the pathology
laboratory in containers suitable for appropri-
ate studies. This process may be facilitated by
preoperative discussion with the pathologist
if the need for special studies is anticipated.
Meticulous hemostasis should avoid the need
for drainage, but if drains are used, they
should exit either through or very close to the
incision.

Frozen section analysis of the biopsy spec-
imen may be used to confirm that diagnostic
tissue has been sampled. Obviously, frozen
section analysis of margins at the definitive
resection facilitates accurate surgical excision
but, otherwise, the usefulness of this tech-
nique in diagnosis is limited.

Histologic diagnosis of STS is often diffi-
cult, and there has been a great deal of confu-
sion among pathologists regarding issues such
as pathologic classification and grading. The
routine use of immunocytochemical stains
has facilitated histologic classification, but
these techniques are by no means definitive,
and considerable experience is required in
interpreting results.

STAGING

Three staging systems exist for adult STS—
the AJCC/UICC system, the Memorial Sloan-
Kettering Cancer Center (MSKCC) system, and

TABLE 3. Comparison of Results of Frozen Section, Incisional Biopsy, and Core-needle Biopsy

Incisional Biopsy Frozen Section Core-needle Biopsy

Number of patients 45 34 56
Sensitivity 100% 88% 93%
Specificity 100% 88% 100%
Accuracy 100% 88% 95%
Positive predictive value 100% 88% 100%
Negative predictive value 100% 88% 100%

Data from reference 19.
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the Enneking system. All 3 systems generally
agree on the 2 most important prognostic vari-
ables: histologic grade and presence of meta-
static disease. They disagree, however, on the
exact weight of importance that should be
given to size, site, and anatomic extent.

The AJCC/UICC staging system (Table 4)
applies to all STS except Kaposi’s sarcoma,
dermatofibrosarcoma, and desmoid type of fi-
brosarcoma grade 1. In addition to clinical
information, it takes into account the histo-
logic grade and the depth of the tumor. By
definition, most head and neck tumors are
categorized as deep tumors. An N category is
included, even though node involvement in
STS is rare and, therefore, N is not an issue for
most patients. pN1 is considered stage IV.

The direct application of these staging sys-
tems to STS of the head and neck region is
difficult, and the MSKCC system (Table 5) is
more practical and easier to use in staging
STSHN. It divides tumors into 2 categories—
favorable and unfavorable. Grades include
low and high, and the stage grouping depends
upon the number of unfavorable factors. Dis-
tant metastasis is classified as stage IV.

TREATMENT

The management of STSHN is primarily
surgical. Adjuvant radiation therapy must be
used as indicated, but the role of chemother-
apy remains unproven.

SURGERY

The principles of operative management of
STSHN remain the same as those for STS
elsewhere. The success of surgical operation

TABLE 4. The AJCC/UICC Staging System for STS

Primary Tumor (T) Histopathologic Grade

Tx Primary tumor cannot be assessed Gx Grade cannot be assessed
T0 No evidence of primary tumor G1 Well differentiated
T1 Tumor , 5 cm in greatest dimension G2 Moderately differentiated

T1a Superficial tumor G3 Poorly differentiated
T1b Deep tumor G4 Undifferentiated

T2 Tumor . 5 cm in greatest dimension
T2a Superficial tumor
T2b Deep tumor

Regional Lymph Nodes (N) Distant metastasis (M)

Nx Lymph nodes cannot be assessed Mx Cannot be assessed
N0 No lymph node metastasis M0 No distant metastasis
N1 Lymph node metastasis present M1 Distant metastasis present

Stage I G T N M
A Low-grade, small, superficial, and deep G1-2 T1a-b N0 M0
B Low-grade large, and superficial G1-2 T2a N0 M0

Stage II
A Low-grade, large, and deep G1-2 T2b N0 M0
B High-grade, small, superficial, and deep G3-4 T1a-b N0 M0
C High-grade, large, and superficial G3-4 T2a N0 M0

Stage III High-grade, large, and deep G3-4 T2b N0 M0
Stage IV Any metastasis Any G Any T N1 M0

Any G Any T N0 M1

TABLE 5. The MSKCC Staging System for Soft Tissue
Sarcomas64

Factors Favorable Unfavorable

Size ,5 cm .5 cm
Depth Superficial Deep
Grade Low High

Stage Grouping

Stage 0 3 Favorable signs
Stage I 2 Favorable signs
Stage II 1 Unfavorable sign

1 Favorable, 2 unfavorable signs
Stage III 3 Unfavorable signs
Stage IV Distant metastasis
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for STS in terms of local control is clearly
dependent upon the completeness of the de-
finitive resection, a factor generally assessed
by the breadth of normal intervening tissue or
the “margin” of resection. The same defini-
tions of “adequate” margins obviously can not
be held as relevant in head and neck tumors as
for other locations because of anatomic con-
straints. In addition to the location of the
primary tumor, its grade and the type of bi-
opsy performed also determine how wide a
surgical resection is undertaken. It is well
recognized that excisional biopsy or enucle-
ation of the tumor from its bed with blunt
dissection almost invariably results in local
recurrence. This is because of an easily devel-
opable plane around the sarcoma within a
pseudocapsule that consists of a rim of com-
pressed fibrous tissue. This pseudocapsule
around the neoplastic mass contains neoplas-
tic cells, and the tumor often extends beyond
the pseudocapsule. It is, therefore, no surprise
that enucleation of these tumors is doomed to
fail locally.

Adequate surgical excision of STSHN will
most likely depend on the anatomic location
of the tumor and the ability of the surgeon to
do so without causing unacceptable cosmetic
and/or functional disability. For sizeable tu-
mors of the neck, the extent of resection is
usually equivalent to a radical neck dissec-
tion, whereas other operations will depend
upon the individual site. Many series have
shown the increased propensity of high-grade
lesions to recur locally, and such tumors
should be resected more aggressively if possi-
ble. If the anatomic setting makes it impossi-
ble to achieve tumor-free margins, the patient
must be offered postoperative radiation ther-
apy.21 In selected sites such as the nasophar-
ynx or the paranasal sinuses, careful preoper-
ative planning in conjunction with the
radiation therapist may allow placement of
catheters for afterloading brachytherapy.

Only about 3% of adult patients with STS
develop lymph node metastases,22 but the in-
cidence of regional metastases in STSHN is a
little higher at 10% to 12%,23 and they occur
almost exclusively in high-grade tumors. Most
patients with lymph node metastases have
distant metastases at the time or develop them
soon after, so that the presence of nodal dis-
ease should signal the presence of systemic

micrometastatic disease. Histologic types as-
sociated with a increased risk of lymphatic
metastasis include embryonal rhabdomyosar-
coma, epitheloid sarcoma, clear cell sarcoma,
synovial cell sarcoma, and vascular sarcoma.
However, in view of the overall low risk of
lymph node metastasis, elective neck dissec-
tion is indicated only in the presence of pal-
pable nodes or if the neck needs to be entered
for resection of a high-risk primary lesion.

A particularly difficult problem arises when
the patient is referred after unplanned exci-
sion of a sarcoma. A recent study has high-
lighted this problem by reporting a 59% inci-
dence of microscopic residual disease in 95
STS that were re-excised after inadequate sur-
gery elsewhere; 4 out of 5 head and neck
tumors in this report had residual disease.24

Another study in extremity sarcomas has also
shown that patients who were subjected to
wide local re-excision had a high incidence of
residual disease.20 Reresection followed by
postoperative radiotherapy, if indicated, is ad-
vocated in such a situation. However, for
some tumors of the head and neck, where one
does not expect to gain extra margins, the
dilemma is whether to subject the patient to
the morbidity of another operation. The deci-
sion for reoperation, as opposed to radiother-
apy alone, will in most instances be guided by
the treating surgeons impression of the ade-
quacy of the original operation, the anatomic
site of the lesion, the grade, its predicted ra-
diosensitivity, and its proximity to neurovas-
cular structures. In the final analysis, the risks
of recurrence and/or morbidity have to be
weighed against the benefits of excision.

RADIATION THERAPY

Radiation therapy alone is rarely successful
in achieving local control of disease. Even
when used in the treatment of small lesions in
patients who are technically or medically in-
operable, only 30% to 50% control rates have
been reported.

A study from the Massachusetts General
Hospital has reported equivalent actuarial
5-year control approximately 85% with either
pre- or postoperative radiation therapy.25

These investigators advocated a preference for
preoperative radiation, citing lower dose and
smaller tumor volumes as reasons. The prob-
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lem with the use of this approach in the head
and neck is the very real concern of wound
complications and the proximity of many of
these lesions to bone and/or major neural
structures.

In contrast, the beneficial role of adjuvant
postoperative radiotherapy (PORT) in improv-
ing local control after surgery has been shown
in various studies. At UCLA, local control
after surgery (52%) improved to 90% with the
addition of postoperative radiation. As would
be expected, the impact of PORT is even
higher in patients with positive surgical mar-
gins: 75% local control versus only 26% if no
additional treatment was given.26 Almost all
major series have reported equivalent control
rates for surgery and surgery with PORT. The
implication of this observation is that the ad-
dition of radiation therapy to surgery im-
proves local control in the selected group of
poor prognosis patients who are offered PORT
because of adverse features of their tumors.

A prospective randomized trial from our
institution has shown the benefit of adding
brachytherapy to surgery for high-grade le-
sions of the extremity and superficial trunk.27

The same benefit was not shown for low-grade
lesions, but the addition of postoperative ex-
ternal beam radiation therapy reduced local
recurrence in a recent randomized trial.28

Neutron therapy has been tried for gross re-
sidual disease after resection of extremity
STS, and a complete response rate of 67%
reported.29 Improved local control using ad-
juvant radiation therapy has, however, not

translated into better survival, because pa-
tients succumb to distant metastases. This fact
underscores the need to develop more effec-
tive systemic treatment.

CHEMOTHERAPY

The results of adjuvant chemotherapy in
treatment of STSHN have been disappointing.
Doxorubicin and ifosfamide, which are the
two most active agents, have reported re-
sponse rates of only approximately 25%, and
most of these are short-lived.30 To date, there
have been no fewer than 14 prospective ran-
domized trials evaluating chemotherapy in
adult patients with STS. Individual trials have
shown periodic glimpses of favorable results
in terms of clinical outcomes, but none of
these has shown any dramatic increase in
prolonging overall survival. A meta-analysis
of 1,568 patients from 14 trials using doxoru-
bicin-based adjuvant chemotherapy in local-
ized resectable STS of adults reported a 6%
absolute benefit in local control and only 4%
in terms of overall survival from adjuvant
chemotherapy.31 Table 6 shows the results of
some trials that have evaluated combination
chemotherapy in the treatment of STS. Che-
motherapy may have a role in the manage-
ment of distant metastases, but the relative
inefficacy of currently used drugs is high-
lighted by the observation that as many as
30% to 40% of patients with extremity sarco-
mas who are controlled locally with multimo-

TABLE 6. Randomized Trials of Combination Chemotherapy in Soft Tissue Sarcomas

Center Treatment No.
Median FU
(Months)

Disease-free
Survival

Overall
Survival

MD Anderson (1973-1976) VCR-DX-CTX-DACT 20 .120 54% 65%
Control 23 35% P 5 .04 35% NS

Mayo Clinic (1975-81) VCR-CTX-DACT/FCR-DX-DTIC 26 64 90%
Control 26 77% NS

NCI (Head & Neck, Trunk) DX-CTX-HDMTX
Control

17
14

35 77%
49% P 5 .08

68%
58% NS

EORTC (1977-88) CTX-VCR-DX-DTIC
Control

150
179

80 (39-165) 61%
41% P 5 .002

67%
59% NS

Fondation Bergonie (1980-88) CTX-VCR-DX-DTIC
Control

31
28

52.4 (14-120) 87%
53%
P 5 .002

Abbreviations: CTX, cyclophosphamide; DX, doxorubicin; HDMTX, high-dose methotrexate; DTIC, dacarbazine; VCR,
vincristine; NS, not significant.

Data from reference 65.
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dality treatment will develop distant metasta-
ses despite preoperative chemotherapy.32

NEWER THERAPEUTIC APPROACHES
AND CURRENTLY ONGOING
RANDOMIZED CLINICAL TRIALS

The role of dose-intensity escalation using
high-dose chemotherapy with GM-CSF sup-
port33 and autologous bone marrow transplan-
tation or stem cell rescue has been investi-
gated in the last few years. A promising
technique reported from the MSKCC uses an-
thracyclines encapsulated within liposomal
vehicles, and has the potential to allow more
tolerable and tumor-selective delivery of the
drug.34 Biological response modifiers includ-
ing TNF, interferon a-2a, and IL-2 have been
tried for advanced extremity sarcomas, with-
out much success. Another promising aspect
revolves around the peroxisome proliferator-
activated receptor-gamma (PPAR-g), which
serves as an inducer of terminal differentia-
tion for adipocytes. Troglitazone, which is in
use as an insulin-sensitizing agent for type II
diabetes, can bind to the PPAR-g receptor, and
trials of differentiation therapy with this drug
are ongoing.35

There are approximately 32 ongoing clini-
cal trials on STS (PDQ Clinical Trials Data-
base available at http://cancernet.nci.nih.gov/
cgi-bin/cancerform). Only a few of these
involve head and neck sarcomas specifically,
but some of the interesting trials whose results
may be relevant to management of STSHN are
as follows.

NCI-83-C-0227A will evaluate the efficacy
of postoperative radiation therapy in prevent-
ing local recurrence in patients who have re-
ceived excision for node negative grade I STS
or highly invasive nonmetastasizing tumors
such as extra-abdominal fibromatosis (des-
moid), dermatofibrosarcoma protruberans, or
leiomyoma of deep soft tissue. EORTC-62972
will evaluate intravenous gemcitabine in re-
current advanced STS. EORTC-62971 is a
phase III trial of Ifosfamide versus Doxorubi-
cin in patients with advanced or metastatic
STS. EORTC-62931 is a phase III trial compar-
ing high-dose doxorubicin/ifosfamide and G-
CSF versus no chemotherapy for high-grade
STS after definitive surgery. RTOG-9514 is a
phase II study of neoadjuvant and adjuvant

MAID (Mesna/Doxorubicin/Ifosfamide/DTIC)
and radiotherapy for high-risk, high-grade
STS of the extremities and body wall.

OUTCOME OF TREATMENT AND
PROGNOSTIC INDICATORS IN STSHN

Most major series that have reported on
STSHN consist of tumors with variable behav-
ior in terms of local aggressiveness and meta-
static potential. Subset analyses according to
each histologic variant become statistically
meaningless because of the small numbers
one encounters. The results of treatment of
STSHN, therefore, have to be interpreted with
caution.

Overall 5-year survival rates range from
32% to 87%, local control rates from 52% to
90%, and disease-free survival from 27% to
66%. As shown by most of these series, rea-
sonable local control does not necessarily
translate into improved disease-free survival.
This effect has been attributed to deaths oc-
curring from distant metastases.

A survey of the literature shows that there
are 18 major reports on STSHN since 1981
(Table 7). The problems in comparing the
results of such series are two-fold: first, inclu-
sion of tumors such as embryonal rhabdo-
myosarcomas, osteosarcomas, and chondro-
sarcomas confuses the overall picture because
these tumors behave very differently; second,
the histologic classification of STS has been
evolving so that as many as 45% of diagnoses
will change on rereview of slides.36 When this
is combined with the fact that treatment mo-
dalities have also evolved, one begins to see
the drawbacks of analyzing patients accumu-
lated over a long time. This is indeed the
major criticism against all but 2 of the 6 major
series of STSHN listed in Table 8 on which
the following synopsis of prognosticators is
based.

Tumor Grade

The grade of the tumor was a significant pre-
dictor of local recurrence in 2 studies (UCLA
and MSKCC), whereas its impact on survival
was found statistically significant in 5 studies.
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Tumor Size

Apart from the UCLA report, no other study
has found a significant prognostic impact of
tumor size on either local recurrence or sur-
vival in STSHN.

Surgical Margins

Both the UCLA and MSKCC studies have
reported positive surgical margins as statisti-

cally significant predictors of local recurrence
and poor survival. None of the other studies
found statistically significant differences in lo-
cal control or survival, but the report from Toronto
did find a significant increase in local recurrence
in patients who had positive margins.

Site of the Tumor

Tumors of the head have been reported as
having better disease-free survival as com-

TABLE 7. List of Series of STSHN Since 1981

Author(s)
No. of

Patients*
Histology
Rereview

Overall 5-year
Survival (%)

5-year Disease-free
Survival (%)

Farr, 198166 285 ? 32 —
(119)

Littman et al, 198367 32 Yes 75 —
(9)

Wharam et al, 198468 72 Yes 78
(27)

Weber et al, 198637 188 Yes
(155)

Graeger et al, 198539 53 No — 54
(46)

Figueiredo et al, 198869 94 Yes 39 —
(79)

Freedman et al, 198970 352 Yes 67 —
(216)

Farhood et al, 199023 176 Yes 55 67
(134)

Tran et al, 199226 164 Yes 55 67
(121)

Eeles et al, 199336 103 Yes 50 47
Le Vay et al, 199440 52 Yes 63 49

(49) (42)
Kowalski & San, 199438 128 Yes 47.8 34.8

(90)
Kraus et al, 199412 60 Yes 60 70

* Numbers in parentheses indicate the number of patients in each study if diagnoses of embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma,
osteosarcoma, and chondrosarcoma were excluded.

TABLE 8. Prognostic Factors in STSHN

Authors

Years
of

Study No.

Prognostic Factors

Local Recurrence Survival

Grade Margin Size Grade Margin Size

Greager et al, 198539 15 53 x x x 1 x 1
Weber et al, 198637 23 188 x x x 1 1 1
Freedman et al, 198970 21 254 Adults x x x x x x
Farhood et al, 199023 26 176 x x x 1 1 1
Tran et al, 199226 34 164 1 1 1 1 1 1
Eeles et al, 199336 45 103 2 (1) 2 2 (1) 2
Kowalski et al, 199438 33 128 x 2 2 x 2 2
Kraus et al, 199412 8 60 1 1 2 1 1 2
Le Vay et al, 199440 9 70 2 1 2 2 2 2

NOTE: x, not reported; 1, positive prognostic impact; 2, negative prognostic impact.
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pared with those of the neck,36 but this is not
a universal observation,37,38 and indeed the
reverse has also been reported.39 Some of this
confusion may be explained by the relative
number of tumors such as angiosarcoma,
which are more aggressive and more com-
monly involve the face and scalp, included in
each series. Also, the ability to achieve tumor-
free surgical margins may be influenced by the
primary site of the tumor.

Histologic Type

Accurate comparison of this variable among
various series is not possible because of the
rarity of individual subtypes and the disparity
among each institution as regards histologic
criteria for classification. On the whole, how-
ever, there is agreement in the literature that
certain tumor types, such as dermatofibrosar-
coma protruberans and low grade fibrosarco-
mas, have significantly better prognosis than
others such as angiosarcoma, rhabdomyosar-
coma, and high-grade MFH.

Type of Treatment

Combined modality treatment with surgery
and radiation plus chemotherapy has been
shown to improve local control and disease-
free survival in nonrandomized studies,26,36

but this has not translated into improved over-
all survival. This advantage comes across de-
spite the fact that most patients who receive
combined therapy have more aggressive tu-
mors and are very likely to have had adjuvant
treatment for residual disease. In other stud-
ies,38 the type of treatment used did not sig-
nificantly impact on outcome, but the final
judgement on this issue can not be passed in
the absence of a properly conducted random-
ized trial. In any case, the role of adjuvant
radiation therapy in controlling patients who
have positive surgical margins has been estab-
lished beyond doubt.

Other Factors

Local extension to neurovascular struc-
tures, bone, or skin has been found to impact
significantly on local control, distant metasta-
ses, and survival in the Toronto report.40 Bone
invasion, which is more common with

high-grade fibrosarcomas, nerve tumors, and
rhadomyosarcomas, was a significant inde-
pendent factor in the MSKCC report of 1990 as
well.23

PROGNOSTIC INDICATORS: THE MSKCC
EXPERIENCE

Univariate analysis of prognostic factors in
60 patients showed that those with high-grade
sarcomas or positive surgical margins are at
greatest risk for local recurrence, but only
margin status was significant in predicting
local control based on a Cox proportional haz-
ards model.12 Size of the tumor, its histologic
type, or previous treatment did not seem to
affect local recurrence or survival. Invasion of
bone was an adverse prognostic sign on uni-
variate analysis, as were local recurrence and
distant metastases in the 1990 study (Table
9).23 Based on these findings, patients with
low-grade STSHN can be treated with wide
local excision alone. Adjuvant radiation ther-
apy is indicated in high-grade tumors and in
low-grade tumors with positive surgical mar-
gins.

THE HEAD AND NECK SARCOMA
REGISTRY REPORT

Because STSHN are rare and histologically
as well biologically diverse tumors, a Head

TABLE 9. Prognostic Factors in STSHN: The MSKCC
Experience

5-year Survival & P Value

199023

(Univariate Analysis)
199412

(Multivariate Analysis)

No. of patients 176 60
Size ,5 cm 65%

.5 cm 38% ,.0001 NS
Margins 2ve 85%

1ve 28% ,.0001 .01
Grade low 90%

High 32% ,.0001 .03
Bone invaded 18% —

Free 75% ,.0001
Recurrence 2 67% —
Recurrence 1 45% ,.0001
Metastasis 2 78% —
Metastasis 1 28% ,.0001
Histology NS
Previous Rx NS

Abbreviation: NS, not significant.
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and Neck Sarcoma Registry was established
by the Society of Head & Neck Surgeons in
1986 with the purpose of classifying these
lesions as well as correlating results with
other series. The aim was also to establish an
ongoing registry from which new information
could be developed, possibly leading to devel-
opment of clinical trials for specific tumor
subtypes. Protocols were mailed to active
members, and the results of retrospective
analysis of the initial 214 patients treated
from 1982 to 1990 were reported in early
1992.41 Wide local resection was performed in
179 patients (84%), and the margins of resec-
tion were reported microscopically positive in
17% of these patients, most of whom were
treated with adjuvant RT and/or CT. Adjuvant
RT was used in 58 patients (27%), 31 patients
(14%) were treated with adjuvant CT, and a
combination of RT/CT was used in 38 patients
(18%). Overall median survival was 127
months and the estimated 5-year overall sur-
vival was 70%. The median disease-free sur-
vival was 75 months with a 57% 5-year dis-
ease-free survival. No significant difference
was found in survival based on the T stage,
but the histology of the tumor had a signifi-
cant prognostic impact. Patients with dermat-
ofibrosarcoma protruberans and chondrosar-
coma had excellent survival approaching
100%, patients with malignant fibrous histio-
cytoma and fibrosarcoma had intermediate
survival (60% to 70%), whereas those with
osteosarcoma, angiosarcoma, and rhabdomyo-
sarcoma had poor survival (,45%). The re-
viewers did not have sufficient information on
grade of the tumor to analyze it for prognosis.
Patients with clear margins did significantly
better as compared with those with positive
margins. Multivariate analysis of the data
showed only 2 significant independent pre-
dictors: pediatric age group and clear margins.
The occurrence of distant metastases, how-
ever, was related to tumor size, margin, pres-
ence of tumor necrosis, and the adequacy of
excision.

We will now describe a few individual tu-
mor types and their peculiar features that may
require special consideration in treatment
planning. Dermatofibrosarcoma protruberans
are nodular cutaneous tumors with a high
propensity for local failure after simple exci-
sion. They constitute approximately 7% to

15% of STSHN and most frequently present as
an elevated, firm, solitary, slowly enlarging
painless mass in the scalp or neck of a 30 to 40
year old man. Other presentations include a
multinodular swelling, a flat induration, ul-
ceration, or a fleshlike, red, blue, or pink nod-
ule. The cell of origin of these tumors remains
unknown, and various hypotheses have pro-
posed a neural, fibroblastic, or histiocytic or-
igin. The etiology is also unknown, and asso-
ciations have been reported with trauma,
surgical scars, burns, immunization scars, ac-
anthosis nigricans, long-term arsenic expo-
sure, and pregnancy. The gross appearance
can be very deceptive in that it appears well-
encapsulated, but microscopic extensions
may project 3 cm or more laterally or deep,
and invasion of the deep fascia is not uncom-
mon. Histologically, the tumor consists of a
collagenous center with plump fibroblasts ar-
ranged in a cartwheel-like array. The tumor is
a low-grade sarcoma with sparse vasculature,
low mitotic activity, little nuclear pleomor-
phism, and rare necrosis. Adequate margins of
excision are generally approximately 2.5 to 3
cm from the edge of the tumor with the un-
derlying deep fascia, and any lesser resections
are highly prone to local failure. Overall dis-
ease-free survival has been reported at 93%,
and overall 5-year survival at 94%.26 Adju-
vant radiation therapy may enhance local con-
trol in incompletely resected tumors or where
adequate resection is impossible because of
cosmetic or functional concerns.

Liposarcoma (LS) represent about 1% of
STSHN, and only approximately 80 cases
have been reported in the literature. Most pa-
tients present in the 7th decade and men out-
number women at 1.7 to 1. The neck is the
single most common site, but approximately
40% of tumors involve the larynx and/or
pharynx. Within the larynx, the supraglottis is
involved most commonly. Etiologic factors
considered to be important include genetics,
trauma, and irradiation. Lymph node or dis-
tant metastases at presentation is rare. Overall
5-year survival has been reported at 67%. His-
tologic grade is the most important prognostic
factor: well-differentiated LS have the best
prognosis (100% 5 year survival); patients
with pleomorphic LS had a 53% 3-year dis-
ease-free survival; myxoid LS had a 77%
6-year disease-free survival; whereas only
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20% of round cell LS survived at 2 years.36

Laryngeal and scalp LS have a better progno-
sis as compared with oral tumors. Complete
surgical excision offers the best chance for
local control and survival. Adjuvant radiation
therapy has been shown to enhance local con-
trol and, as for other STSHN, should be used
in the appropriate circumstances.

Despite its name, synovial sarcoma rarely
arises directly from synovial membranes.
They are rare tumors and less than 90 cases
have been reported in literature. Batsakis42

and Roth43 have suggested that they originate
from undifferentiated or pluripotential mes-
enchymal cells. These tumors are more com-
monly seen in men in their second or third
decades of life. They may be located high in
the superior aspect of the neck, in the prever-
tebral area from the base skull to the hypo-
pharynx, or in the retropharyngeal and para-
pharyngeal areas. The usual presenting
symptom of a painless neck mass may, there-
fore, be accompanied by hoarseness, dyspha-
gia, or dyspnea secondary to compression of
the upper aerodigestive tract. Histologically,
the fibroblastic spindle-cell stroma contains
scattered, pale epithelial-like cells arranged
in glandular formations, nests, or cleftlike
spaces. Microcalcification is seen in 30% to
60% and can be detected by radiologic evalu-
ation. This feature may lead to the tumor
being confused for a metastatic thyroid mass,
but calcifying type synovial sarcoma have a
better prognosis. Immunohistochemical mark-
ers (cytokeratin for epithelial-like areas and
vimentin for spindle cells) can help confirm
the true diagnosis as can electron microscopy.
Although up to 20% spread to the nodes,
routine elective neck dissection is not recom-
mended in the absence of palpable nodes.
Although most synovial sarcomas of the ex-
tremities are relatively radioresistant, postop-
erative radiation is advocated in tumors of the
head and neck for improved local control
rates. Most series report 40% to 50% 5-year
survival rates. Most metastases are blood
borne, and pulmonary metastases are the com-
mon cause of death.

Angiosarcoma (AS) is an uncommon tumor
arising in the skin and soft tissues. They ac-
count for less than 0.1% of all head and neck
malignancies, but approximately half of all
AS occur in the head and neck region. Most

patients are elderly white men who present
with an ulcerating lesion of the scalp or face.
Alternatively, the lesion can be nodular or
diffuse. Etiologic associations include prior
irradiation for either a malignant or benign
condition, exposure to vinyl chloride and tho-
rium, trauma, and solar exposure. AS may be
solitary or multicentric and, because they ex-
tend laterally throughout the dermis, assess-
ment of gross surgical margins is often diffi-
cult. Differential diagnosis of high-grade AS
from other poorly differentiated tumors may
be helped by electron microscopy. Unlike
other sarcomas, grade is not a significant prog-
nosticator, probably because the vast majority
of AS are high-grade tumors. In keeping with
the tendency of these tumors to lateral spread,
their size is a significant determinant of out-
come. Approximately 10% to 15% patients
will develop neck metastases, but elective
treatment of the neck is not recommended,
except in select circumstances such as when
the neck is entered for surgical resection of the
primary tumor. Postoperative radiation ther-
apy may enhance local control, and survival
in patients with locally extensive disease and
in those with adverse histology such as mul-
ticentricity, positive margins, or deep exten-
sion. Complete surgical excision is an impor-
tant predictor of long-term survival, but these
tumors are often relentless and despite aggres-
sive management, only 12% to 33% patients
survive 5 years. The most common cause of
death is uncontrolled local disease, often in
combination with lung, liver, or bone metas-
tases. The role of intra-arterial chemotherapy
with doxorubicin is experimental and needs
further evaluation. In contrast with AS of the
scalp, tumors arising in facial bones or other
soft tissues are relatively less virulent, and a
better outcome may be expected.

Chondrosarcomas (CS) are a heterogeneous
group of malignant tumors of cartilaginous
origin. The incidence of CS in head and neck
has been reported between 6% and 12%, and
at the Memorial Hospital only 28 (5%) of 557
chondrosarcomas involved the head and
neck.44 The tumor was more common in men
(1.2:1) and the median age at presentation was
38 years. The most common sites of primary
involvement within the head and neck in-
clude the maxilla, cervical vertebrae, and
mandible. The paranasal sinuses, nasal sep-
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tum, and the orbit are less frequently in-
volved. As with other STSHN, most patients
present with a painless mass, but symptoms
depend on the primary site and can include
impaired vision, nasal obstruction and pain,
numbness and tingling, swelling of the cheek,
dysphagia, or separation and loosening of
teeth. Pathologic diagnosis can be challenging
as the spectrum ranges from a well-differenti-
ated benign-looking cartilaginous tumor to a
high-grade aggressive malignancy. Approxi-
mately 30% of pathologic diagnoses of benign
chordoma, chondroma, and others may be re-
vised to low-grade CS on careful review. Fac-
tors associated with poor prognosis include
high-grade tumors and positive resection mar-
gins. The anatomic site of origin does not
predict prognosis except for CS of the larynx,
which are known to be well differentiated,
slow growing, localized tumors with excellent
outcome. Surgical excision with histologi-
cally clear margins is the most effective treat-
ment modality available, and adjuvant radio-
therapy may be added as indicated. The
reported survival ranges from 44% to 81%.
The most common cause of death is local
recurrence that frequently invades the base of
skull. Aggressive treatment is warranted be-
cause the median interval between recurrence
and death is 2 years. Distant metastases occur
infrequently (18%), with the lungs and ster-
num commonly involved.

Extraskeletal myxoid chondrosarcoma is a
tumor that generally involves the extremity
and has light microscopic features similar to
skeletal CS. Ultrastructural and molecular dif-
ferences discovered recently have, however,
suggested that these are distinct entities.45

The Armed Forces Institute of Pathology has
reported 19 patients with a slow-growing,
painless myxoid tumor of the anterior tongue
who were treated with surgical excision.46

The investigators have suggested that these
tumors do not fit into any established category
of myxoid neoplasms and described them as
ectomesenchymal chondromyxoid tumors.

Neurogenous sarcomas, which arise from
the sheath of peripheral nerves, are also called
neurofibrosarcomas or malignant peripheral
nerve sheath tumors. Only 6% to 16% of these
tumors occur in the head and neck.47 They

can present as a solitary mass or as a result of
malignant degeneration of a von Reckling-
hausen lesion, which happens in 5% to 15%
patients. Malignant degeneration of an other-
wise asymptomatic mass may be heralded by
nerve dysfunction, and pain may be present in
about 10% patients.48 Imaging these tumors
with gadolinium-enhanced MR may show
perineural extension. Histologically, differen-
tial diagnosis from fibrosarcoma may need
immunohistochemistry. Lymph node metas-
tases are rare, but almost 50% patients fail
locally and pulmonary metastases are not un-
common.49 Solitary neurogenous sarcomas
have a better prognosis (50% to 75% 5-year
survival) than malignant change in neurofi-
bromatosis (30% 5-year survival).50 Wide sur-
gical resection aiming for negative margins
most often needs to be supplemented with
adjuvant radiation because of constraints on
radical excision in the head and neck region.

Rhabdomyosarcoma (RMS) is a malignant
tumor of striated muscle origin that is over-
whelmingly seen in the pediatric population,
in whom it is the most common STS. The
most common sites affected are the orbit,
paranasal sinuses, nasal cavity and nasophar-
ynx, and the middle ear.51 The neck is rarely
involved. RMS have been traditionally di-
vided into embryonal, botyroid, alveolar, and
pleomorphic types that represent progressive
stages in the embryogenesis of skeletal mus-
cle. Embryonal RMS are common in pediatric
patients, whereas the pleomorphic variant is
commoner in adults but is rarely seen in the
head and neck.52 Early metastases, both re-
gional as well as systemic, are common and
pretreatment evaluation must include imag-
ing with CT or MR. Staging is different from
other STSHN because it is done after biopsy
and often after definitive surgery. Patients are
grouped into 4 groups based on the extent of
their disease, the resection status, and meta-
static status at onset. Surgical resection is the
primary treatment and is used in combination
with adjuvant radiation and chemotherapy as
most patients with RMS of the head and neck
are classified as Intergroup Classification
Group II or III. Multimodal therapy has signif-
icantly improved survival rates from 20% to
about 70%.53
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DISTANT METASTASES

Metastases from STS most commonly affect
the lungs. Of patients with distant metastases,
75% have pulmonary metastases whereas the
rest involve the lymph nodes, bone, other soft
tissue, and the liver. Pulmonary metastases
occur early with high-grade STS, but unfortu-
nately even low-grade tumors can metasta-
size. The overall outlook for these patients
remains bleak, although multidrug chemo-
therapy has resulted in some improvement in
survival. Pulmonary staging studies are un-
dertaken at the first evaluation. This usually
means doing a CT of the chest for all high-
grade lesions and at least a plain AP and
lateral radiograph for all patients. Lung le-
sions less than 5 mm in diameter are usually
termed indeterminate and, as they are not
easy to biopsy, they need to be serially fol-
lowed at subsequent follow-up: for low-grade
lesions, serial chest radiographs are used,
whereas high-grade lesions are followed up
with serial CT scans. Appropriate surgical
procedures range from thoracoscopic resec-
tion and local metastatectomy to lobectomy,
pneumonectomy, and even chest wall resec-
tion in carefully selected patients. Analyzing
treatment results and identifying prognostic
factors is difficult because of small numbers
and varied biologic behavior. A recent multi-
variate analysis from the MSKCC identified
complete resection, long disease-free interval
before metastasis, absence of preceding local
recurrence, and patients aged less than 50
years as independent favorable factors.54 Re-
sectability, which may be partly related to
tumor biology, is the most important prognos-
tic factor as was shown by the MSKCC study
of 135 patients with isolated pulmonary me-
tastases from extremity STS.55 In this largest
single institution experience, 58% patients
were treated surgically and 83% of these had
their tumors resected completely. Median sur-
vival after complete resection (19 months)
was significantly better than incomplete re-
section (10 months) and no operation (8
months). The Istituto Tumori of Milan has
reported a median survival of 35 months and
actuarial 5 year survival of 36% after com-
plete resection.56 Chest CT scans seem to be
the best study to determine anatomic resect-
ability. Criteria for resection include adequate

pulmonary function, localized disease in the
absence of pleural seeding and malignant ef-
fusion. Patients with low-grade indolent pri-
mary tumors are obviously good candidates,
whereas those with aggressive histology may
not fare as well.

CONCLUSION

The generic term “soft tissue sarcoma” is
used to describe a wide variety of tumors with
varying behavior. The histologic classification
of these tumors has been in a state of flux and,
as the molecular and genetic events leading to
development of sarcomas become clearer, a
better understanding may be expected. The
management of STSHN is essentially surgical
with postoperative radiation therapy as indi-
cated. Surgical excision of STSHN poses a
challenge to the head and neck surgeon be-
cause of the limited anatomic margins avail-
able without causing unacceptable cosmetic
and functional morbidity. A rational treat-
ment plan can be formulated based on our
knowledge of prognostic factors and, although
current local control rates are reasonable, im-
provements in outcome will have to await the
development of more effective systemic ther-
apy.
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